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To whom it may concern:

For some time now, I have unsuccessfully sought remedy from the Lancet Child & Adolescent
Health for what I believe to be serious scientific problems with a 6 April systematic review on school
closures by Viner and colleagues, which I first read on 7 April after its mention in The Guardian. I
was first alarmed at the Review’s treatment of Ferguson and colleagues’ 16 March Imperial College
modelling study on school closures. (Having written a one-page analysis and summary of this Imperial
College study at the request of friends, I was surprised that Viner et al’s Review claimed this study
as its strongest evidence against school closures, and that it omitted the study’s primary modelling
outcomes that had prompted UK school closures.) I also noticed that Viner et al’s Review’s summary
failed to allude in any way to a fact quickly glossed over in the Review’s results section—that the
results of all 5 of the Review’s other included COVID-19 studies uniformly supported school closures.

These observations prompted me to examine other articles mentioned in the Review. The more
I looked, the more serious problems I found, until it became clear that almost no aspect of the
Review’s literature search and report had any scientific merit (see my systematic review for details).
By 7 May I had written multiple emails to Lancet C&AH editorial staff, had formally submitted a
letter of correspondence to the Lancet C&AH, and had formally submitted a systematic review on
this matter to the Lancet proper, in the latter case citing COPE guidelines in my cover letter.

Typical examples of types of problems.
In addition to including COVID-19 studies, Viner et al’s Review (henceforth capitalised) cited 12

articles related to the 2003 SARS pandemic, and entered 9 of these in its list of 16 ‘included’ articles.
Three of these 12 SARS-related articles were about future preparedness in countries with prior

SARS outbreaks. Of these three, the Review only ‘included’ the two articles that had made no
mention of anything school-related from during these SARS outbreaks, but the Review obscured this
fact. For the included 2008 qualitative survey of Canadian nurses on sources of anxiety about future
pandemics and disasters, the Review primarily implied that SARS-related school closures had caused
personal dilemmas and staffing problems for nurses. In reality, no part of Canada even implemented
SARS-related school closures, as Canada’s SARS epidemic was primarily confined to a nosocomial
outbreak in Toronto. (For that matter, only 15% of the surveyed nurses were from Toronto.) The
case of the Review’s included 2014 Taiwan systematic review on planning for pandemics was worse:
none of the SARS-related statements the Review made about this latter article were true.

The Review’s 3 included Singapore articles were used in a similarly misleading and content-free
manner. Two of these articles were used solely for their mention of a Singapore school temperature
screening programme that detected zero SARS cases. But contrary to strong implications by the
Review, that was because this screening programme post-dated Singapore’s SARS epidemic. The
programme wasn’t started until 30 April 2003, whereas the last 3 individual SARS cases ever recorded
in Singapore for that epidemic were on 25 and 27 April and 5 May 2003. On the other hand, Singapore
cancelled school and student activities at the height of its SARS epidemic, and case counts rapidly
dwindled during this closure period. The Review’s third Singapore article was used solely for its
mention of the dates of this closure period, with no outbreak data provided for context and with the
clear implication that these dates alone implied that school closures had been ineffective.

In fact, of the 8 included SARS-related articles the Review used to argue against school closures
(the 9th was a pro-school-closures Australian modelling study the Review did its best to downplay),
only 2 articles provided or analysed any form of community-wide SARS outbreak data. Both studies
were on Beijing, and they collectively expressed specific scepticism about the utility of many (in fact
most) of the control measures implemented for SARS in Beijing. The Review, however, only reported
these studies’ scepticism for school closures, and ignored complaints about all other measures, even
though the primary rationale the Review had provided for including SARS studies was the opportunity
to use data that would distinguish the impact of school closures from that of other measures.
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Irrelevant and/or misleading usage of SARS-related studies was only one of many categories of
problem, addressed in section 1 and Appendix 2 of my review. Viner’s Review also excluded important
COVID-19 studies that met stated selection criteria and supported school closures in comparison
to other measures (see my section 2). My section 3 addresses the Review’s misuse of a non-
included modelling study on residential-school class cancellation for controlling the spread of SARS-
like respiratory illnesses. The Review cited this study in a context that made such class cancellation
appear wholly ineffective for controlling SARS spread, when in fact the study had predicted class
cancellation would cause a 70% reduction in infections. Appendix 1 of my review relays how the
Review’s discussion section conducted a de facto second systematic review of influenza-related school
closures, but with no stated search or selection criteria and with a discussion that misled the reader
about what data its stated figures represented. Those are still only a subset of problems I addressed.

Lancet C&AH response.
Lancet C&AH Chief Editor Jane Godsland informed me in mid June that all consideration of this

matter had been dropped because they were “very confident that there is no evidence of misconduct.”
(Neither my letter of correspondence nor my systematic review had used the term ‘misconduct,’ and
I had distanced myself from that term in a 28 May email advocating for my April letter of correspon-
dence to be sent to peer review.) Godsland refused my June follow-up request for information, but
she replied to my university’s Research Governance Office representative that she perceived my non-
misconduct-related concerns to centre on the “[in]comparable transmissibility between SARS and
SARS-CoV-2 in children,” and that she felt the “insufficient evidence that asymptomatic children
are significant transmitters” of COVID-19 warranted dropping all further discussion of the Review.

This response is not only puzzling; it entirely misunderstands the breadth of my complaint. The
5th of 6 subsections of the results section of my 7-page review does devote half a page to the lack
of a-/pre-symptomatic transmission of SARS and the Review’s studious avoidance of all indicators
of this fact in cited articles, but my review’s main text makes no mention at all of pediatric SARS
transmission per se, and only a quarter page of my review’s 9-page Appendix addresses pediatric
and/or a-/pre-symptomatic transmission for SARS-CoV versus SARS-CoV-2. It is true that half my
letter of correspondence focusses on this issue, but only because Godsland expressly requested that I
focus my letter of correspondence on this topic, after she had ignored all other aspects of my emails.

How you can help.
1. First and absolutely foremost is the question of scientific problems with Viner and colleagues’

Review, as discussed in the attached systematic review I wrote on this subject. Confirmations of
these problems and evaluations of their severity would be helpful.

2. Next is the question of misconduct (despite my above complaints of over-emphasis on this).
Although this cover letter has so far mostly focussed on conceivably-unintentional errors, my review
describes other instances both of misrepresentation and of falsification that seem nearly impossible to
have occurred by accident. Since Viner is the only author listed as having read the full text of cited
articles, and since he is in a position of influence as a SAGE member and president of the RCPCH (for
example currently advocating against mask usage in secondary schools), I think misconduct questions
matter. The reader should nevertheless feel free to abstain from misconduct-related questions.

3. Last and again optional, is the hope for comments on Editor Godsland’s proposed excuses for
dismissing this discussion. With this in mind, I have written and attached yet another document,
sdr response.pdf, to rebut Godsland’s very brief response. This document also includes discussions
of COPE and ICMJE guidelines and precedent both for journal response to scientific errors and
problems, and for questions of scientific misconduct. Lastly, it summarises early (i.e. predating
Viner’s Review) peer-reviewed evidence of a-/pre-symptomatic transmission of COVID-19 and various
aspects of pediatric transmission for SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2.

With deepest gratitude,

Sarah Rasmussen, PhD
DPMMS EPSRC Fellow
sr727@cam.ac.uk


